Hyper Nature

by Philippe Martin

Hyper Nature by Philippe Martin (Hardcover): Booksamillion.com 22 Sep 2015 . Photographer Philippe Martin has perfected a unique type of nature photography that gives his images a hyper-real aesthetic. He accomplishes it with a unique post-processing technique called hyper-focus, to capture the diverse beauty of nature. Hyper Nature - Philippe Martin - Bok (9781770856042) Bokus

The tropics contain the overwhelming majority of Earth's biodiversity: their terrestrial, freshwater and marine ecosystems hold more than half of the world's diversity. These ecosystems are home to millions of species, from the tiniest creatures to the largest animals. Hyper Nature is a portfolio of Martin's stunning photographs of snails, orchids, dragonflies, snakes, frogs and many other creatures. The hyperrealism and large-scale views in Hyper Nature - Philippe Martin "Hyper Nature" (SWAG) 2009 L AUTEUR - Hyper Nature 8 Jun 2016 . This is nature photography as you've never seen it before.

Amazon.com: Hyper Nature (9781770856042): Philippe Martin: Books

Philippe Martin: Books Philippe Martin revolutionized digital nature photography by stacking images. To take one photograph, he will shoot a subject hundreds of times, stack the images, and then use software to create a hyper-realistic image. This technique allows him to capture the complex details of nature in a new way.

CNN - CNN.com Hyper Nature - NHBS 16 Dec 2015 . In his book Hyper Nature, Martin provides what he calls a "hyperrealism" approach to landscape design, which he sees as a reaction to the "hyper-technology and urbanization in the modern world: recharging ourselves by..."

Hyper Focus, à la Hyper Nature 0107 HD Stock Footage on Vimeo 30 Sep 2014 . Michael Van Valkenburgh originally used the term hyper-nature to characterize his own approach to landscape design, which he saw as a reaction to the "hyper-technology and urbanization in the modern world: recharging ourselves by..."

Hyper nature : une Révolution de l image naturaliste - Biotope . Avec cet ouvrage Hyper Nature? qui révolutionne la photographie naturaliste traditionnelle, l auteur Philippe Martin qui est un vieux routier de l image a eu . Earth s tiniest creatures loom large in hyper-realistic photos MNN . Author Philippe Martin; Number of pages 216; ISBN number 9782366620542; Publications Biotope; Softcover / hardcover; 35 x 25 cm; Souple avec rabats; Printing date . Wallpaper of HYPER NATURE - Babelio Hyper Nature has 24 ratings and 5 reviews. Nicola said: Photography of the (mostly) small in our world, the likes of which I doubt many of us have seen b The future of hyperdiverse tropical ecosystems Nature by Philippe Martin - Goodreads

Hyper Nature - Philippe Martin - Bok (9781770856042) Bokus This theme showcases the search for authenticity and spiritual in the face of hyper-technology and urbanization in the modern world: recharging ourselves by Hyper Nature - Une Rédemption de l image naturaliste - Biotope . Avec cet ouvrage Hyper Nature? qui révolutionne la photographie naturaliste traditionnelle, l auteur Philippe Martin qui est un vieux routier de l image a eu . Earth s tiniest creatures loom large in hyper-realistic photos MNN . Author Philippe Martin; Number of pages 216; ISBN number 9782366620542; Publications Biotope; Softcover / hardcover; 35 x 25 cm; Souple avec rabats; Printing date . Wallpaper of HYPER NATURE - Babelio


Hyper focus, à la Hyper Nature 0107 HD Stock Footage on Vimeo 30 Sep 2014 . Michael Van Valkenburgh originally used the term hyper-nature to characterize his own approach to landscape design, which he saw as a reaction to the "hyper-technology and urbanization in the modern world: recharging ourselves by..."

Simultaneously skewed and illusory, it is a world filled with synthetic landscapes. See nature in a whole new light - CNN - CNN.com Hyper Nature - NHBS 16 Dec 2015 . In his book Hyper Nature, Martin provides what he calls a "hyperrealism" approach to landscape design, which he sees as a reaction to the "hyper-technology and urbanization in the modern world: recharging ourselves by..."

Philippe Martin: Books Philippe Martin revolutionized digital nature photography by stacking images. To take one photograph, he will shoot a subject hundreds of times, stack the images, and then use software to create a hyper-realistic image. This technique allows him to capture the complex details of nature in a new way.

In his book Hyper Nature, Martin provides what he calls a "hyperrealism" approach to landscape design, which he sees as a reaction to the "hyper-technology and urbanization in the modern world: recharging ourselves by..."

Innovating the medium of scent, Hyper-Natural explores how designers in the modern world: recharging ourselves by..."